
Efforts for COVID-19

Dear customers,

Thank you for your continued patronage. 
We would first like to offer our deepest condolences to 
those who have lost their lives to COVID-19 and to their 
families and friends. Our heartfelt sympathy also goes out 
to those who are suffering from this disease.
We would also like to apologize for the inconvenience and 
any troubles caused to our customers as a result of our 
stores not being open for business across Japan. In 
resuming operations, and so that our customers can shop 
with peace of mind, we are currently taking the following 
measures (see next page) in compliance with the policies 
of the shopping centers where our stores are located. 
Again, we apologize for any inconvenience this may cause 
and thank you for your understanding. 
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Efforts for COVID-19

We kindly ask for your cooperation
for a safe shopping experience.

Shop in as 
small a group 
as possible

The number of 
customers in the 
shop is limited 
only during 
busy hours

Our measures
to ensurea safe shopping experience

To reduce congestion in our 
stores, we ask that you do 
not come in large groups.

Entry into stores may be 
restricted depending on 
congestion in the store. 

Please wear a mask when 
inside our stores. Also, 
please do not visit our stores 
if you are feeling unwell.  

We systematically take daily 
temperature checks, wear 
masks to prevent infection, 
and regularly wash and 
disinfect our hands.

We thoroughly disinfect 
counters and fixtures, and 
keep products organized and 
clean. 

Protective screens are 
installed and staff may wear 
face guards as a way of 
preventing droplet infection. 

Although we may not be 
calling out friendly greetings, 
please feel free to approach 
us anytime if you need 
assistance.

When serving customers, we 
will face you from an angle 
and maintain a distance that 
is greater than usual. 

Trays will be used when 
receiving and returning cash 
and credit cards. 

Wear a mask

Ensuring the 
health of 
our sales 
staff

Anti-droplet
sheets 
installed

Thorough 
disinfection

We refrain 
from talking 
to customers

We use a tray 
when handling 
cash

We keep a safe 
distance from 
customers


